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I.

I NTRODUCTION

•

Cross-Origin. In a cross-origin attack, the attacker
first injects the banking site’s HTTPS subresource
into an HTTP response for another site, such as a
news site When Alice’s browser sends a request for
the subresource, the attacker substitutes his malicious
resource for the original one. If Alice clicks through
the SSL warning, the damage is that the banking site
over HTTPS is compromised by the news site over
HTTP. Since the SSL warning shown on the news
site is for the poisoned subresource, which is a crossorigin resource loaded in the banking site, we term
such attack as cross-origin BCP attack.

•

Extension-Assisted. Targets for compromise can be
further amplified by browser extensions. Many desktop browser extensions inject resources, e.g., scripts
and CSS files, into every page. If Alice clicks through
an SSL warning for one extension’s injected resource
on any site over either HTTP or HTTPS, the attacker
can poison it as explained above. The consequence is
more devastating than previous two scenarios. Whenever Alice visits any site e.g., the banking site, the
poisoned resource will be loaded into each visiting
page. Since this attack is based on poisoning the
extension’s injected scripts, we term it as extensionassisted BCP attack.

When browsing the web using HTTPS, if a user Alice
ignores, or clicks through, the browser’s SSL warnings of
an invalid SSL certificate, she exposes her browser sessions
to a Man-in-the-middle (MITM) attack, allowing attackers to
intercept communication in the SSL channel. Recent work has
measured the click-through rates for SSL warnings, indicating
that more than 50% users click through SSL warnings [1].
A typical solution is to improve warnings of invalid SSL
certificates. However, in certain settings, users do not have a
choice but to click through the warnings, e.g., when in a hotel
WiFi with a malicious proxy that intercepts web sessions.
In this paper, we study the consequence of clicking-through
of SSL warnings, focusing on the impact on browser cache. If
Alice clicks through one SSL warning, network attackers can
launch an MITM attack over a target site protected through
HTTPS and substitute original web application resources, such
as JavaScript code and images, with malicious resources for the
original ones in the targeted site. By setting long-lived cache
headers, the malicious copies will be cached in Alice’s browser
for a long time, and these poisoned resources persistently
compromise all future sessions using that browser even over
correct HTTPS. We call this class of attacks browser cache
poisoning (BCP) attacks. Poisoned resources in web cache
are shared across all sites visited by the same browser. The
implication of these attacks is that if Alice clicks through one
SSL warning on any site, all her future sessions on that browser
may be compromised until she clears the cache. In our study,
we classify BCP attack vectors into three types: same-origin,
cross-origin and extension-assisted.
•

Same-Origin. Suppose the targeted site over HTTPS
is an online banking website. If Alice clicks through
an SSL warning on the banking site, the attacker can
impersonate as the site, and replace the page and
the targeted subresources with his malicious ones. By
setting long-lived cache headers, the attacker instructs
Alice’s browser to store the malicious copies for a long
time. Alternatively, the attacker can utilize HTML5
AppCache to instruct Alice’s browser to store the
malicious page, manifest, and subresources in the
dedicated storage for the site for one year or longer.
Regardless of whether Alice is online or offline, when
she revisits the banking site, her browser will directly
load the whole page from AppCache without issuing
any requests. Since the SSL warning occurs on the
banking site, and this attack only affects the same site,
we term such attack as same-origin BCP attack.

II.

B ROWSER M EASUREMENT & S USCEPTIBILITY OF
B ROWSERS AND W EBSITES

A. Threat Model
The adversary is a one-time MITM attacker against
HTTPS, who intercepts HTTPS connections between Alice’s
browser and the targeted site’s server only once. The MITM
attacker can utilize a host of well-known MITM techniques
(e.g., ARP poisoning and DNS pharming attacks) to re-route
all the traffic of Alice to himself. To avoid either suspicion,
or subsequently being blocked by additional security mechanisms, once the attacker completes the one-time MITM attack,
he no longer intercepts the traffic from/to Alice. We assume
that when under a one-time MITM attack, Alice clicks through
one SSL warning on a site over either HTTP or HTTPS. In
reality, the majority of web users are inclined to click through
SSL warnings on various scenarios [1].
B. Preliminary Results
Browsers vary substantially on how they display warnings
about invalid HTTPS connections and in their caching policies.

We find several serious vulnerabilities in how browsers handle
SSL warnings. For example, we find that CM browser, which
has 10 million users, does not check the validity of sites’ certificates and never shows SSL warnings. Further, the majority
of mobile browsers prompt users with incomplete information
in SSL warnings, making it difficult for security-conscious
users to make informed decisions. Meanwhile, we find that for
click-through HTTPS connections, all 20 evaluated browsers
but Safari (desktop version) cache poisoned resources in web
cache or in HTML5 AppCache.
We measure BCP attacks on five mainstream desktop
browsers and 16 popular mobile browsers. From our experiments, we figure out the inconsistency of SSL warnings in
these browsers, e.g., incomplete SSL warnings. Meanwhile,
we also find the incoherence of browser caching policies in
all evaluated browsers, e.g., caching resources over broken
HTTPS in web cache or HTML5 application cache and no
pop-up warnings for loading hijacked resources from browser
cache.
Susceptibility of Evaluated Browsers. All the evaluated
browsers are susceptible to at least one category of BCP
attacks. For desktop browsers, Safari is only affected by
extension-assisted BCP attacks, Chrome, Firefox and Opera
are vulnerable to same-origin and extension-assisted BCP
attacks, IE is affected by all the three series of attacks. Since
all the evaluated mobile browsers do not support extensions
/ add-ons, they are not susceptible to extension-assisted BCP
attacks. For mobile browsers, Firefox, Chrome, Safari, Opera,
IE and UC are only vulnerable to same-origin BCP attacks,
and the other browsers are affected by both same-origin and
cross-origin attacks.
Susceptible Websites in Alexa Top 1,000,000. We send
HTTPS requests to 31,000 SSL-enabled sites in Alexa Top
1 million sites. By analyzing the response headers, we find
that 1.63% sites enforce HSTS headers, 1.20% sites set cachecontrol headers, and only 0.14% sites enable CSP. The majority
of HTTPS websites do not have any protection against BCP
attacks.

authorized certificates before connecting to untrusted networks.
Thus if the BCP attack occurs before the victim connects to the
legitimate site, the attacker can still poison the targeted site’s
resources. After testing four sites that enable HSTS headers
on Firefox, i.e., facebook.com, github.com, paypal.com and
alipay.com, we find that the HSTS headers can be stripped by
the attacker if it is the user’s first visit, and after that the sites
are not protected by HSTS.
Guidelines for Users & Browser Vendors. Users should not
click through SSL warnings on any site in normal browsing
mode. As a precaution, they should also clear browser cache,
i.e., web cache and HTML5 AppCache, before visiting a
site requesting credentials, especially after an SSL warning
is clicked. From the perspective of a browser vendor, to defeat
BCP attacks, there are two requirements that suffice: (1) No
caching for resources over broken HTTPS in either web cache
or AppCache; (2) Default blocking sites over HTTPS from
loading HTTP resources.
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